Voted best buy in the industry! This ultra-quick (4 readings per second), very accurate (0.5% of applied pressure) digital tire pressure gauge features a backlit LCD display. User-selectable units (0-100 psi x .1, 0-7 Bar x 0.01, or 0-7 kg/cm² x 0.01). Factory-certified calibration is verified on start-up by a self-check program which alerts you if the unit ever needs recalibration! Peak hold function shows the highest measured pressure until the unit is reset to zero. Auto shut-off and low battery warning help manage battery life. Features a 45° swivel chuck and dual thumb operated bleed valves. Uses one standard 9 volt battery (included). Note: When comparing accuracy, it is important to read the fine print. Many gauges on the market advertise accuracy to a certain percentage of full scale or capacity. This means that a 100 psi gauge accurate to 1% of full scale can be off by one full pound (100%) anywhere on the scale. At 14 psi, the gauge could display anywhere from 13 to 15 psi. Accuracy of 0.5% of the applied pressure means that at 14 psi, the gauge will read within 0.07 psi.

Tire Pressure Gauges

Intercomp Deluxe Air Pressure Gauges
The most durable and shock resistant in the industry. Has only four moving parts in their patented internal mechanism vs. 14 or more in other gauges. Fewer moving parts means greater reliability. All have 17” Goodyear hose and thumb-operated bleeder with a swivel nozzle. 0-15 x 1/2 psi; 0-30 and 0-60 x 1 psi gauges; 2” standard, 2 1/2” liquid filled and 2 1/2” and 4” glow in the dark offer a great selection at an exceptional value.

Intercomp Fill, Bleed, & Read Gauge
Why waste time juggling a tire pressure gauge and a filler chuck? This combination gauge makes the job quicker and easier. Just hold the angled chuck on the tire and read the gauge. Press the trigger to fill the tire, or press the bleed valve button to let air out. The oversized 4” gauge reads 0-60 psi in 1 psi increments. Female 1/8 NPT inlet threads require male air hose fitting (not included). Fill, bleed, and read gauge. Part No. 360066...

Tire Pressure Gauge One-Way Valve
Our Analog Tire Pressure Gauges above are not designed to hold the reading when the chuck is removed from the tire. This compact check valve installs between the tire hose and the bleed valve to hold pressure until the chuck is removed. This compact gauges come with an adjustable bleed valve. Part No. 3700...

Intercomp Digital Tire Pressure Gauge with Case
These chrome-plated valve stems fit most cast and modular wheels. The nut is on the outside so you can check-tightness without dismounting the tire. Length is approximately 1” to 1 1/2” above the rim depending on the rim thickness. Rubber bushings included for both large and small rim holes.

Tire Valve Stems and Caps

These valve stems and caps are the perfect addition to any event. Our compact Tire Valve Core Tool (not shown) easily removes and installs standard valve cores from most tire stems. Store spare cores and caps in the billet aluminum handle. Part No. 5007...

Tire Pressure Relief Valves

Instead of guessing how much your tire pressure will increase as the tire temperature rises, these relief valves let you set the tire to the desired pressure and automatically vent excess pressure as you race. Their reliability has been well proven by thousands of circle track racers from NASCAR Sprint Cup on down. Features lightweight aluminum construction (only 9 grams), built-in 100 mesh filter and an enclosed poppet for protection from dirt. They can also be locked shut for tire mounting. Adjustment range from the factory is 15 to 40 psi. Low-pressure springs are also included to convert to a range of 3 to 15 psi.

Intercomp Tire Humidity/Temperature Meter
Knowing the moisture content inside the tire helps predict pressure gain as the tire heats up. This lightweight, battery operated meter has a tire valve fitting to check the condition of the air in your tires. Large LCD also displays temperature in °C or °F. Part No. 360026...

Intercomp Tire Durometer (Rubber Hardness Tester)

Don’t waste money on new tires if you don’t have to! Keeping track of your tire condition is an effective way to tell if your tires will need replacement before the next race. This small, portable, easy-to-use durometer tells you exactly how soft your tires are. Measures from 0 to 100 on the Shore “A” scale (ASTM 2240). A storage pouch is included.

Tread Depth Gauge
More accurate than the “Lincoln’s Nose” test! A fast and easy way to measure tread depth to keep track of the wear rate on DOT or other treaded tires. Also fits the tirewear indicating holes in slacks.

Self-Adhesive Wheel Weights and Aluminum Weight Tape

Self-Adhesive Wheel Weights Each package contains four, 4” long strips with high-strength pressure-sensitive adhesive. Weights 1/2 oz. per inch for a total of 1/2 lb. per package. Part No. 3335...

3M® Aluminum Tape is great for taping over your wheel weights and it looks much better on your rims than duct tape! Weight Tape, 2” by 125’ roll...

Prices shown are current as of “April 21, 2020”.

Tools & Pit Equipment
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